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Executive Summary
As the market is structured today, the deck is stacked against the widespread adoption of neutral
hosting for 5G in rural areas – or indeed at all. At least in-so-far-as spectrum is concerned, there is a
clear and compelling need for change – but that change should be evolutionary not revolutionary. It
is also essential that security considerations are trialled and tested fully if new parties are to be
allowed access to Mobile Network Operators’ (MNO) networks. Based on similar experiences in the
late 1980s with BT and the Public Network Operator Interest Group, these things take time. Also, if
neutral hosting for those beyond MNOs only is the direction of travel, then today’s regulatory
regime will need to be changed to give effect to that goal.
There are three key factors from the spectrum standpoint that have a major impact on why things
are as they are today. These are band allocation and licensing, unlicensed spectrum, and spectrum
sharing – the tasks under T4 that this paper addresses. This paper begins by introducing the term
“neutral host” and its many guises, then looks in detail at the complex interrelationships involved
between them, and on key relevant additional factors so as to deliver a complete and
comprehensive picture. In the process it should become clear why the conclusions and
recommendations set out have been reached. For those hoping for 5G neutral hosting to improve
rural coverage, without some or all of the recommendations this paper makes being adopted, a 5G
world seems some way off. Neutral hosting in and of itself is not principally a technology problem,
rather a policy and regulatory choice.

Introduction
Neutral hosting is a term widely used in the telecommunications sector to refer to a range of
different configurations. The commonality between these configurations is that there is some aspect
of the passive or active infrastructure being shared, although precisely what is shared can vary. This
shared infrastructure, although potentially owned one operator, is “independent” between the
multiple operators sharing the service it provides. This new resourcing model compares to the
historical model of network deployment, where each operator has their own masts, RAN and core.
Sharing components between operators can potentially reduce costs of deployment, depending on
who is willing or able to share, and to what degree. The flipside is the more any operator shares their
infrastructure, the less they control, and the harder it can become to differentiate their offering on
quality-of-service grounds.
The historic use of the term “neutral hosting” simply refers to the shared use of passive
infrastructure – a dedicated tower company like Cellnex or the Wireless Infrastructure Group (WIG)
provides a physical tower, and one or more operators can rent access to this tower on a neutral
basis, upon which they can install equipment. Part of the attraction of this model is that it can
simplify the deployment process for an MNO. In a similar vein, although historically UK mobile
operators owned their own tower infrastructure, over time two major joint ventures formed from
this (which can own or lease access to passively shared towers) – CTIL and MBNL. Cornerstone
Telecommunications Infrastructure Limited (CTIL) is a joint venture between Vodafone and
Telefonica O2, and Mobile Broadband Network Limited (MBNL) is a joint venture between EE and
Three.
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Figure 1 - illustration of the Beacon shared network (from pedroc.co.uk)

Both ventures were seen as a cost-cutting exercise and have since led to the emergence of a system
known as “RAN share”, where each joint venture negotiate commercial terms to share active
components (i.e. radios, equipment etc). Vodafone and O2’s active RAN sharing agreement (Beacon)
through a multi-operator RAN (MORAN) configuration. This allows Vodafone and O2 to share base
stations and avoid the creation of significantly overlapping infrastructure, while each operator
utilises its own spectrum to provide a service. In the Vodafone and O2 arrangement, Vodafone
predominantly serves the West of the UK, while O2 covers the East (see Figure 1).
In a further effort to reduce costs and increase revenue operators may divest themselves by
becoming a dedicated tower company, providing openly available passive infrastructure – the mast
tower itself, the fenced compound, and power connectivity. Each of these components could be
rented by anyone, while the operator can continue providing a mobile service. This idea was
demonstrated in the Vodafone 2020 annual report, based on their previous year's announcement of
the creation of Europe’s largest tower company, 1, which they describe as “Commercialising
Cornerstone”2.
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https://markets.ft.com/data/announce/detail?dockey=1323-14820852-4KBC1KTGCA2ALVBC49E31QPU26
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Figure 2 - Creation of TowerCo to enable shared infrastructure – Vodafone Annual Report 20203

Evolution of Neutral Hosting from DAS
Evolving from the RAN share arrangements, the concept of Distributed Antenna System (DAS)
installations have previously been seen in large public buildings, such as serviced office space,
shopping malls and large hotels. These original passive DAS systems were relatively simplistic and
were designed to receive a usable mobile phone signal from the roof of the building (where there is
a stronger signal due to having a clearer line of sight to the base station) and replicate this signal
within the building. This was achieved through coaxial cables and small antennas placed around the
building. Passive DAS systems do not incorporate any on-site operator equipment (like a base
station) and can therefore be deployed with less involvement of the mobile operators.
On the other hand, since these distributed antennas only replicate the existing signal, a passive DAS
system does not improve performance or capacity of the underlying mobile network – while users
may receive a better signal on their phones, they are still subject to the capacity constraints of the
external mobile network. The next evolutionary step was active DAS systems. In these, a single
operator base station is placed on-site, and connected to several antennas which are located
throughout the building. This model requires the cooperation of an operator, to use their spectrum
(and a base station) but allows the building to utilise the capacity of up to that of a single base
station.
This is an improvement over sharing access to the capacity of an external base station serving a wide
area, but is not ideal for a 5G world, where base stations cover increasingly small areas, and capacity
demands increase due to user demand for higher speeds and data allowances. People today simply
expect to use their phones for increasingly demanding use-cases and demand ever better coverage
and capacity from their network provider. This led to the creation small and pico cells where
3

https://investors.vodafone.com/sites/vodafone-ir/files/vodafone/homepage/vodafone-annualreport-2020.pdf
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multiple base stations could be placed throughout a building, with spectrum re-used throughout –
this gives a higher potential maximum throughput, since each small cell acts as a mini operator base
station and can manage resources within its area of coverage, rather than across the whole of a
large building.
Such systems are often seen in co-working spaces, where each operator has a commercial
agreement with the building owner to providing a high-quality service to the building’s tenants. The
downside of this approach is that a small cell for each operator may be present on each floor of the
building due to the distribution of consumers across each of the networks and the high insulation of
modern buildings, making installations crowded are economically and environmentally inefficient.
The next logical step in the evolution of urban indoor connectivity would therefore be the
convergence of those four separate small cells into one (or more) neutral hosted small cells,
providing a service on behalf of all four operators. In a MORAN (Multi Operator RAN) small cell
configuration, one small cell could operate on behalf of all the operators, connecting to each
operator’s core network as needed to deliver a service to users, without requiring one small cell to
be installed per operator. These advancements demonstrate the cost saving and practical benefits of
evolving to full neutral hosting.

Requirements of a Neutral Host Operator
For a neutral host operator to deliver a service to any users, four things are required:
1. The ability to connect to relevant mobile operators’ core networks, to authenticate users
and route their traffic back to the operator core.
2. Access to standardised, harmonised, handset-compatible radio spectrum to allow handsets
to connect to the base station.
3. A commercial model that ensures the neutral hosted base station is maintained and
supported – either by a mobile operator that “manages” the neutral host base station, or by
an independent third party.
4. A sustainable business model that allows the neutral host to invest in equipment, covers its
operating costs, and see a return on its investment made into the networks it provides.
The first, third and fourth requirements, a secure connection to the operator and the commercial
and business model will be covered in a future companion documents, while this document will
focus on the second requirement – spectrum. There are various routes to gain access to spectrum,
depending on whether an operator is involved in operating the neutral hosted cell, and whether the
cell is in a rural or urban environment, focusing on the use of shared and unshared spectrum,
frequency band impact analysis and shared infrastructure (tasks T4.1, T4.2, and T4.3).

Harmonization of 5G Bands
It is relevant to consider 5G spectrum in an international context first, as it is at this level that the
designation of frequency bands is agreed. Only after the International approach has been agreed is
Ofcom at liberty to develop a UK approach. This happens at the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU), a United Nations agency that is also the home of the World Radio Conference (WRC). It
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is at the roughly 5-yearly WRCs that spectrum usage is harmonised and agreed. The WRC divides the
World into 3 regions, all of whom can organise their spectrum usage slightly differently.
Ofcom is directed by Government to represent the UK on international spectrum policy matters.
“This includes participation in international fora such as the Radio Spectrum Policy Group (RSPG), the
European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT), the Radio Spectrum
Committee (RSC) and in the three sectors of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).”4
The CEPT is the body that feeds into WRC from our “home” region known as Region 1.
Ofcom’s whole approach to spectrum cannot just be about what it wants to do in the UK – it cannot
act in isolation from the international framework which designates the use of bands. It also needs to
consider economies of scale and what devices, if any, exist to use them, or whether there is likely to
be sufficient demand internationally to result in new devices being introduced. Where Ofcom does
have more freedom is in deciding what kinds of spectrum licences will be issued and on what terms
(as we examine later).
Within the UK, Ofcom notes in “Enabling 5G in the UK”5, that its responsibilities under the UK’s
Communications Act 2003 “...include optimising spectrum use and encouraging investment and
innovation. In making spectrum decisions in the UK we balance these responsibilities based on
assessments of the benefits provided to citizens and consumers, and stakeholder needs, to make the
most efficient use of radio spectrum.”
In 2016, a strategic roadmap for 5G in Europe was agreed. It identified the following bands as the
main building blocks for 5G:
Low bandwidth spectrum at 700 MHz
Medium bandwidth spectrum at 3.4 – 3.8 GHz
High bandwidth spectrum at 24.25 – 27.5 GHz
Global availability has always been seen by Ofcom as is a key objective, and this is partly to ensure
that an affordable device ecosystem exists. WRC-19, under Agenda Item 1.13, went on to adopt the
following frequency bands for potential 5G use.
24.25-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz, 37-40.5 GHz, 40.5-42.5 GHz, 42.5-43.5 GHz, 45.5-47 GHz, 47-47.2
GHz, 47.2-50.2 GHz, 50.4-52.6 GHz, 66-76 GHz and 81- 86 GHz.

Commercials of Spectrum Allocation
Whilst spectrum for mobile operators has recently been allocated though a national-level
competitive auction process, the original 2G spectrum auction took place via a “beauty contest”,
where bidders presented their proposals for development of a mobile network and, following public
consultation, Ofcom agreed to grant the successful bidders access to spectrum on a licensed basis,
with spectrum access charges to be paid on an ongoing basis6.
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https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0029/88337/Trading-guidance-notes.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/111883/enabling-5g-uk.pdf
6
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As the technology progressed the potential power of wireless data services was realised in the new
millennium. This heralded in a new auction format for the distribution of spectrum - auctions.
Subsequently, referred to as the ‘The Biggest Auction Ever’, the sale of 3G telecommunications
licences in 20007 raised £22.5 billion, 2.5% of the total economic output of the country at the time.
(Adjusted for inflation to 2020, this equates to £37.87 billion.) This sharp increase in price was a
combination of significant public interest in the potential of 3G for internet-based services on the
move, combined with significant interest from new bidders. All 13 of the original auction participants
went through 94 rounds of bidding, before the first participant dropped out at the price of £2 billion
per licence. A further 56 rounds of bidding took place.
After the auction, buyer remorse resulted and the telecommunications operators grew concerned
they may not be able to recover this huge expense. The higher-than-expected costs also meant that
operators struggled to roll out their networks, to the detriment of rural communities like Dorset,
which continues to suffer to this day. By way of comparison, Finland allocated 3G licences to 4
operators, charging only an administrative fee of €1,000 per 25 kHz allocated8, and have achieved
100% coverage9, in a deployment environment comparable to the UK.
In theory, a spectrum auction presents a fair and transparent way to allocate a finite resource –
spectrum, as over-use would result in degradation of services for all participants. This is further
constrained through the harmonisation of particular frequencies, known as ‘bands’, and only a
subset of these bands are commonly supported in handsets. This leads to a much greater demand
for certain frequencies than others, and there is an implicit assumption that the most capable
provider would be able to take the greatest advantage of this scare resource.
This intuitively makes sense in many circumstances, especially if considering nationwide commercial
mobile operators – one can clearly see why one operator would seek to gain access to more
spectrum if it would prevent a commercial rival from gaining it, especially if it permitted them to
offer a better quality of service, and therefore serve as a competitive differentiator. This is
particularly the case where spectrum auctions are a “once-in-a-generation” type activity, rather than
a regular recurring event – operators have historically been incentivised through scarcity to
maximise their spectrum winnings at auction, to not be constrained as their business grows.
The most recent UK national spectrum auction was in March 2021. Two of the frequencies earmarked for 5G services - 700 MHz and 3.6 GHz - were broken down into ‘lots’ of three separate
types. 1) 3.6 GHz 2) 700 MHz Paired and 3) 700 MHz (SDL). This distinction between 700 MHz and
700 MHz paired is due to the Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) nature of the 700 MHz Band. To
provide a full-service - uplink and downlink - paired spectrum is required, while supplementary
uplink (SUL) and downlink (SDL) bands are only able to provide additional capacity. These bands are
defined as part of the 3GPP specification are paired to an existing allocation increasing the overall
bandwidth through carrier aggregation.
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https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2001/10/0102233.pdf
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The 700 MHz allocation was partly defined through the Asia-Pacific Telecommunity (APT) band plan.
This harmonized plan created by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), defines the ‘N28
band’ as 703 to 748 MHz uplink and in 758 to 803 MHz downlink. This provides 45 MHz of paired
spectrum, and the specifications permit any combination of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 MHz, and a gap of 10
MHz between uplink and downlink within those frequencies. However, the UK and much of Europe’s
existing LTE B20 deployments overlap with this allocation and to prevent interference with the
upper part of the N28 band with the B20 band, which starts at 791 MHz, 3 MHz guard band is
employed at 788-791 MHz. Similarly, at the lower end of the band a 9 MHz guard band was
employed to prevent interference with the existing Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) allocation.
Considering these constraints, Ofcom authorised an uplink allocation of 703-733 MHz paired with a
downlink 758-788 MHz. This left a 25 MHz gap between the uplink and downlink which was
subdivided into a 5 MHz guard band and a 20 MHz SDL allocation at 738-758 MHz. It is worth noting
that there is currently no 5G SDL band covering this frequency, although 3GPP Release 17 has
defined the standardization of a NR-based band n67 (as supplementary downlink) as a work item10.
Once this has been standardized and handsets include compatibility, this 20 MHz SDL allocation will
become more valuable. With these frequency allocations Ofcom divided the 30 MHz paired
spectrum was divided up into 6 lots of 511MHz paired, and the 20 MHz SDL into 4 lots of 5 MHz. This
is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Ofcom 700 MHz spectrum allocation plan

Bidder
EE Limited

Hutchison 3G UK Limited (Three)
Telefonica UK Limited (O2)

Spectrum
8 x 3.6 GHz lots
2 x 700 MHz paired lots
4 x 700 MHz SDL
2 x 700 MHz paired lots
8 x 3.6 GHz lots

Cost
£168,000,000
£280,000,000
£4,000,000
£280,000,000
£168,000,000

Vodafone UK Limited

2 x 700 MHz paired lots
8 x 3.6 GHz lots

£280,000,000
£176,400,000

Table 1 - 2021 5G spectrum auction lots and proceeds
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https://www.3gpp.org/ftp/TSG_RAN/TSG_RAN/TSGR_90e/Docs/RP-202829.zip
https://www.3gpp.org/ftp/TSG_RAN/TSG_RAN/TSGR_90e/Docs/RP-202829.zip
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EE paid £280m for 2 lots of 5 MHz paired & £4m for 4 lots of 5MHz SDL spectrum. O2 paid £280 million
for 4 lots of 5 MHz paired. Three paid £280m for 4 lots of 5 MHz paired, and finally Vodafone did not bid
for any 700 MHz allocation.
In the same 2021 auction 120 MHz of mid-band 3.6-3.8 GHz TDD spectrum was broken into 24 lots. EE,
O2 UK and Vodafone UK all won 8 lots of 5 MHz for an overall allocation of 40 MHz, with the prices paid
outlined in Table 1. Three did not bid for additional mid-band spectrum as it currently owns 140 MHz,
from the previous auction.

Coverage Obligations
This cost of spectrum although considerably less than the amounts paid in the 3G auction, still make
it prohibitively expensive for any new small operators to start providing a service in rural areas. At
the same time large industry players lack the flexibility to provide cost-effective coverage to rural
areas. This has historically resulted in poor rural coverage and has been the subject of many
parliamentary debates12, as well as the introduction of various coverage obligations.
To attempt to address this situation in 2012, as part of the 800 MHz spectrum auction, Ofcom offered
four lots of 2x5 MHz, and one lot of comparatively lower-priced 2x10 MHz (with a coverage obligation).
Coverage obligations (with commensurate spectrum discounts) are an alternative tool that Ofcom can
employ to try and encourage providers to increase coverage across the UK, rather than providers only
concentrating on profitable densely populated areas. The minimum price for the 5 MHz lots was £225m,
while the larger 10 MHz lot was only £250m. This effectively meant that Ofcom were willing to give at
least a £200m discount to offset additional costs for the operator improve coverage in rural areas. O2 bid
and won this discounted lot on the condition that they would achieve and maintain UK-wide 98%
population coverage, with 95% population coverage in each of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern
Ireland by the end of 201713.
In the March 2021 auction, Ofcom similarly considered employing a coverage obligation, as part of their
consultation process they proposed a negative pricing model, whereby certain coverage obligation lots
would sit separately from the spectrum but result in14. Such a model acknowledges the cost of providing
coverage and recognises that spectrum charges may reduce the amount an operator is willing to pay to
roll out coverage. Ultimately, this proposed model proved not to be popular, as there were only 2
coverage obligation lots available at auction and would have meant 4 national operators bidding for
spectrum. One potential reason for this was that it would have resulted in an imbalance between price
paid for spectrum for up to 2 operators, and that not all operators had the same initial starting coverage.
Ofcom had factored this into their proposals (by requiring 90% outdoor geographic landmass15, but
noting existing spectrum holdings and coverage bases, it is likely that some operators would have faced
lower costs in doing so, and would therefore have been able to potentially benefit more than others from
this – operators can be assumed to reasonably know the coverage of other operators (since operators
and Ofcom publicise this information to some extent), and understand the likelihood of other operators
being able to meet these obligations based on their spectrum holdings and deployment practices.
12

https://www.governmentcomputing.com/central-government/news/mps-urge-ofcom-to-monitor-4gmobile-coverage-obligations
13
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/108209/4g-coverage-methodology.pdf
14
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/spectrum/information/cellular-coverage
15
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/135157/Consultation-Coverage-obligations-in-the700-MHz-and-3.6-3.8-GHz-spectrum-award-Ofcoms-approach-to-verifying-compliance.pdf
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Since these obligations ultimately were not put into effect in an auction, it is not possible to analyse their
outcomes directly, although it does highlight the recognition from Ofcom that investment in spectrum
may result in less investment in deployment, and therefore that incentivising deployment may warrant a
reduction in the price paid for spectrum access.
Mobile network operators instead suggested the creation of a ‘Shared Rural Network’ (SRN)16, where
rural roaming could be employed to share sites and provide a better service for consumers. The UK
government would provide financial support for the construction of masts to expand coverage to notspots on the agreement that existing MNO would contribute to expanding their coverage in partial not
spots.

Trade-Offs
There is a trade-off between the interests of Government and industry around spectrum pricing – as
one would intuitively expect, it is in the interests of HM Treasury to maximise the revenue for the
Exchequer raised as a result of the auction. Similarly, it is in the interest of operators to lobby for
lower prices of spectrum, as spectrum pricing lowers their likely profits17. Where this becomes less
clear-cut, however, is when considering the economic benefit and impact of mobile connectivity on
society – were operators to invest the money paid to Treasury for spectrum licences in increased
coverage roll-outs instead, this may result in greater benefit to the public purse, through the
increased adoption and uptake of value-added services, which boost GDP, as outlined in
Government’s own economic assessment of the potential of 5G18,19.
In the days when an auction yielded £22.5bn, and assuming one ignored any opportunity cost
elements involved, there was a prima facie case that spectrum pricing was helpful to the Exchequer.
However, in the most recent auctions (March 2021) where the yield was only £1.35 billion, this must
be considered against the recent Single Rural Network (SRN) deal reached between the MNOs and
Government to improve coverage in rural areas by 2025, where operators agreed to spend £500m
on improving coverage in partial not-spots, and government agreed to spend £532m improving
coverage in total not-spots. This meant that, in essence, allowing for the “quasi-rebate” on spectrum
licence costs, the actual net auction “take” was only £818m.
By the time Ofcom’s legal and other administrative costs are factored in, this calls into question
whether or not auctions distort the market and compound problems that stem from the digital
divide that results from the suppressed investment on coverage as a consequence of auctions
themselves. Considering the rural-urban productivity gap, and the cost to the State in bridging this
gap through support schemes, it could even be convincingly argued that spectrum pricing now costs
the Exchequer more than it brings in. Consequently, there is a compelling logic that a new approach

16

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/shared-rural-network
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https://www.telecompaper.com/news/uk-operators-push-for-cut-in-5g-spectrum-price-to-offsethuawei-costs-report--1346366
18

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/714112/
The_impacts_of_mobile_broadband_and_5G.pdf
19
https://www.gsma.com/spectrum/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/spectrum_pricing_positioning_2017.pdf
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is needed. In particular, Dorset and Somerset sit around 15% below the national productivity
average and are 8th worst in the UK as a whole20.
Using auctions to carry out the process of spectrum allocation is common practice internationally.
Fundamentally, provision of a mobile telephone service is a profitable business, and unlike with fixed
phone service, there has never been a UK state-owned provider (whereas BT was the former UK
state monopoly telecoms provider). As a result of competition, there is a need to equitably and fairly
allocate spectrum to avoid giving unfair preference to one commercial provider over another, as well
as to attempt to ensure that the maximum potential value to the UK economy from spectrum is
realised.
By carrying out an auction, in theory, the provider able to realise the most return from that
spectrum will be able to bid a higher amount than another provider, therefore ensuring that the
bidder able to realise the most value will gain access to the spectrum. By having multiple competing
commercial providers however, competitive pressures aim to prevent consumer pricing from
increasing uncontrollably as a result of spectrum pricing.

International Approach to Shared Spectrum Access
Internationally, there have been a number of recent moves towards increasing access to traditional
mobile spectrum, as Figure 4 illustrates. In Germany, 100 MHz (3.7 to 3.8 GHz) has been allocated
for industrial “verticals”. In France, 50 MHz of TDD spectrum in the 2.6 GHz band has been allocated
for metropolitan users. In the Netherlands, a total of 100 MHz (in two blocks of 50 MHz) has been
set aside for local use, from 3.40 to 3.45 GHz and 3.75 to 3.80 GHz. Sweden has set aside 80 MHz of
spectrum from 3.72 to 3.80 GHz for local and regional use.
Further afield, Japan accepts applications for local network deployments, and issued a licence in the
28 GHz mmWave range. Australia has also outlined an approach for verticals to deploy private
networks.

20

https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/labourproductivity/articles/regionaland
subregionalproductivityintheuk/february2020
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Figure 4 - Map of Countries Piloting Shared Mobile Spectrum

United States of America
In the USA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has introduced the Citizens Broadband
Radio Service (CBRS) model of spectrum sharing and access, which is slightly more complex than the
other approaches that have set aside spectrum for private networks or industrial networks. Under
CBRS, 150 MHz of spectrum from 3.55 to 3.70 GHz is made available on a three-tiered access basis.
Existing incumbent users are classed as “Tier 1” and receive interference protection. These users
include federal Government users (including US Navy radar), Fixed Satellite Service operators (spaceto-earth in 3.60 to 3.65 GHz), and, for a limited time, grandfathered wireless broadband licences
from 3.65 to 3.70 GHz. These incumbent users receive interference protection from Tier 2 and Tier 3
users.
Tier 2 users are defined as “Priority Access” users, and hold a PAL (Priority Access Licence), which
grants them priority over non-priority users. Of note in this system is that a PAL licence-holder needs
to attempt to make use of spectrum in a given area, in order to invoke their PAL and gain access to
their slot of spectrum. The PAL is not guaranteed to receive the same slot of spectrum each time
they request spectrum.
Once again, however, the spectrum allocation process has focused on the creation of perceived
scarcity, and the “fear of deprivation of access to spectrum” seems likely to be a driver towards the
uptake of PAL licences. One complicating factor is that PALs came with a number of build-out
requirements21, which were added in exchange for longer licences being granted than originally
planned (10 years instead of 3 years, with a renewal expectancy, to attempt to drive investment). It
has been noted that the PAL licensees must provide a “bona fide communications service”, with
various ways to demonstrate this via coverage metrics22.

21
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https://www.cbrsalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/PAL-Fact-Sheet-Final.pdf
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Of note however is that coverage is assessed at the end of the 10-year licence term, and therefore
presumably the only realistic remedy is for the FCC to decline to grant an extension to the licence,
absent any interim performance obligations. PAL licences can also be sold and leased on the
secondary market, which is likely to complicate matters in urban areas, where this spectrum will
likely become a held and traded speculative commodity. For rural areas, however, it is likely that in
the absence of PAL use, general authorised access (GAA) would be able to deliver a service through
the 80 MHz of spectrum that will always be available, even if PALs are present and accessing their
spectrum.
One question which the CBRS approach gives rise to is around what, from a UK context, helps Ofcom
to “further the interests of citizens in relation to communications matters”, as opposed to furthering
the interests of “consumers” in said matters. Noting Ofcom’s general obligation to ensure “the
availability throughout the United Kingdom of a wide range of electronic communications service”,
there is clearly an interesting challenge for Ofcom were UK spectrum to be viewed as any kind of
speculative financial instrument or secondarily-tradeable commodity – indeed, such use could be
viewed as being in breach of this general obligation.

Germany
In Germany, a less prescriptive approach to spectrum pricing has been taken that contains a bias in
favour of rural use. This has been implemented in their 100 MHz-wide industrial band (a close
equivalent to the UK’s sharing band) and implemented a pricing model23. Since the launch of the
German spectrum sharing regime on 31 October 2019, there have been a total of 126 spectrum
applications, with 123 spectrum licences issued in this band24. Meanwhile, in the UK, during
approximately the same period to March 2021, 121 medium power shared access licences in the 3.8
to 4.2 GHz band were issued25.
In the German shared spectrum pricing regime, the spectrum fee is calculated based on a number of
parameters:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A base licence price of EUR 1,000
The assigned bandwidth (from 10 MHz to 100 MHz)
The assignment term (in years, or fractions of a year)
The surface area covered by the assignment, in square kilometres, with a 6x cost weighting
for land covering settlements and transport infrastructure, and a 1x cost weighting for other
types of land

For example, to gain access to 50 MHz of spectrum for a year on a rural agricultural site covering 10
km2, the fee would be:
Fee = 1,000 + BW in MHz ∙ term in years ∙ 5 (6 ∙ urban area in km2 + 1 ∙ rural area in km2)
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For a 50 MHz licence for 1 year, covering 10 km2 of rural land, this would cost 3,500 EUR/year.
This cost bias on land coverage rather than transmit power results in a model where providers are
equally charged based on their coverage. In comparison to the UK model, where licences are
restricted based on transmit power, which means changes in terrain result variable costs for equal
coverage.

GSM Association
The GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) Association represents a worldwide
consortium of mobile network operators and offers a harmonised industry viewpoint from larger
operators around policy matters, particularly including spectrum use and allocation. They recognise
the growing demand for spectrum to keep pace with increased data usage, and see spectrum
sharing as a way to better utilise existing scarce resources26. The GSMA’s position on spectrum
sharing, as of March 2021, is that “while spectrum sharing holds potential, it cannot substitute the
need for exclusively licensed mobile spectrum that allows for the deployment of nation-wide,
reliable networks”.
One of the Association’s findings was that mobile operators favour a simple sharing framework,
which provides guaranteed access to sufficient spectrum to support new mobile services, and
ideally, for an extended period of time – a minimum of 20 years with an expectation of renewal27.
This would be required to justify a long-term network investment (especially in rural areas like
Dorset), given the high capital costs of installing a network.
Another finding demonstrated the desire for regulators to enable MNOs to voluntarily establish
commercial agreements, through provisions in sharing frameworks to sub-lease existing bands
among other operators. However, the GSMA’s position is that these bands should be kept as
operator licences stating "Setting spectrum aside for local or vertical usage in priority 5G bands (i.e.
3.5/26/28 GHz) could jeopardise the success of public 5G services and may waste spectrum."

UK Shared Spectrum Access
There are several options for access to harmonised spectrum suitable for the delivery of mobile
services. In general, the UK’s mobile spectrum is split into lots and auctioned nationally to the
highest bidders. This is Ofcom’s default strategy for mobile spectrum allocation. Limited dedicated
shared spectrum access options do however exist, and it is to these we now turn.

Licensed Spectrum Access
National spectrum auctions28 only tend to come around every 5 or 10 years, and therefore are not a
convenient or timely route to gain access to spectrum in the fast-moving tech sector. Since Ofcom
generally auctions a full band at once, without setting aside any for new entrants or other innovative
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use-cases emerging into the future, scope for sharing is very limited and a de facto oligopoly is
created.
The first non-operational29 option for accessing spectrum to carry out R&D is the Innovation and
Research licence, which allows holders to use spectrum non-commercially, on a temporary basis, to
build innovative equipment or apparatus, or carry out scientific research. These licences cover use
for single sites only, and do not permit any involvement of the public in trials. An “operational
service” cannot be delivered. These licences are therefore not suitable for use in deploying any kind
of mobile network.
The Demonstration and Trial licence is the second non-operational option, which allows for noncommercial and non-permanent use of spectrum for the purpose of trialling and demonstrating a
“new system, radio concept, application or service”. Third parties (i.e. the general public) are able to
participate in trials, as long as they understand that the trial is temporary and non-commercial.
There is a requirement for trials to be of services that do not fit within “existing licence categories or
technical parameters”.
A key limitation of the non-operational licences is that they are not appropriate or viable options for
use by a neutral host provider – a service that can be provided to retail consumers’ handsets (as a
feasible neutral host would require) would fall within an “existing licence category”, and therefore
be ineligible for a Demonstration & Trial licence. Additionally, non-operational licences are
fundamentally time-limited, and not intended for prolonged use, or delivery of a commercial service.
For neutral hosts to be feasible as commercial prospects to improve connectivity in rural or
otherwise hard-to-reach areas, it will be necessary for an element of longevity of spectrum access to
be afforded to these operators; otherwise the neutral host will be unable to form a sustainable
business case in any location, as they would have to chase available spectrum, with ongoing
equipment removal and installation and network planning costs commensurate with this activity.
None of this is conducive to the delivery of a high-quality, reliable communications service to the
public.
Spectrum Leasing and Trading is another option through which spectrum access can be obtained30.
Under the leasing and trading regulations, it is normally possible for a holder of a spectrum licence
to lease the ability to use their licence to another party, subject to commercial arrangement
between the parties in question. The current approach to spectrum trading and leasing effectively
turns spectrum into a valued and traded commodity on the secondary market – it is unlikely that a
holder of harmonised mobile spectrum (i.e. an MNO) would be willing to give another user access to
that spectrum through this regime for a commercially viable price, since holding the spectrum would
prevent them from offering a service at all. One can hardly blame them. The next spectrum option,
however, sought to address this.

Lightly-Licensed Spectrum Access
Ofcom was a pioneer in introducing the concept of Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) in the unused
TV spectrum, commonly referred to as TV Whitespace (TVWS)31. DSA makes it possible for access to
lightly-licensed spectrum to be achieved within agreed parameters, on the understanding that there
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are existing incumbent users of the spectrum who operate on a temporal basis. Generally, these are
Programme Making and Special Events (PMSE) users, and therefore it may be necessary for DSA
users to adjust their use of the spectrum in order to accommodate the protected incumbent users.
One major limitation of the DSA approach to spectrum, at least as implemented by Ofcom to date,
have been the relatively onerous specific technical requirements around approved radio equipment
– this led to the need for a dedicated ”TVWS” ecosystem of suitable equipment and devices which
conformed to Ofcom’s regulations for equipment32.
The TVWS ecosystem introduces a number of specific and unique technical requirements, including
the need to communicate with a White Space Database (WSDB) on a regular basis, and carry out
geo-location of the transmitter. In addition, there are a number of constraints on the permitted
transmit power by client devices, which effectively mean that TVWS is not a suitable means of
delivery of a mobile service – since the handsets can move around, they would be constrained in
their ability to operate. In addition, standard consumer handsets would not necessarily meet TVWS
technical requirements, and therefore a new ecosystem of such devices would need to evolve. Given
the lack of guaranteed access to spectrum, due to the potential for an incumbent user to gain
access, combined with the lack of coordination of users within the available TVWS spectrum, it
would be difficult to offer a level of quality of service using DSA that would please users.
For this reason, it is unlikely that TVWS would provide an economically feasible way of delivering this
commercially, at scale. In addition, with Ofcom progressively licensing the majority of prior TV
spectrum to national mobile operators, the amount of usable TVWS spectrum is progressively
decreasing. Once the 700 MHz band auction is completed, the only available TVWS spectrum that
aligns with a 3GPP-harmonised band would be 600 MHz ”band 71”, and noting the WRC agreement
that no further spectrum will be reallocated from terrestrial broadcast to mobile operators before
2030, this is unlikely to be of use in the UK (although is already being used to good effect by TMobile in the USA).
The Local Access Licence33 regime enables shared access to spectrum that is already nationally
licensed to an MNO, where it is not in use in a particular location. Local Access Licences are locationspecific, based on the spectrum trading framework (as outlined above), but designed to enable the
active sharing of spectrum rights between an incumbent operator and another user seeking access
to spectrum in a given area. Access is available for a period of up to 3 years at a time, provided this
does not conflict with the incumbent operator's deployment plans. Due to the default licence period
being for 3 years, and Ofcom's commitment to not dilute incumbent operators’ right to deploy
services as a result of a local access licence being granted, it is likely that this will only allow for
access to spectrum where there is no foreseeable future desire to put it to use in a given area. This is
likely to limit spectrum accessible through the local access licence regime to high frequency
spectrum in rural areas.
At a meeting organised as part of the 5G test-bed and trials activities April 2021, it was interesting to
hear that all the MNOs were encouraging applicants to speak to Ofcom first, whereas those applying
really wanted the MNOs to tell them what might be available first (instead of attempting with
various bands, increasing the workload for all). Meanwhile Ofcom seems reluctant to allow any
process at all which fails to require their direct participation in the process, even when this might not
really add any substantive value.
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The Shared Access Licence34 provides for access to dedicated “sharing-only” spectrum across 4
bands at present, with two different power classes available. The three sub-6 GHz bands are
available for both indoor and outdoor use, and the mmWave 24.25 GHz to 26.5 GHz band is available
for indoor low-power use only. Low power licences authorise users to deploy one or more base
stations in a 50-metre radius, as well as fixed, nomadic or mobile terminals operating within that
area. Medium power licences allow a single base station at a given location, as well as the associated
fixed, nomadic or mobile terminals connected to it.
The Shared Access Licence model makes available 3.3 MHz at the upper end of the 1800 MHz band,
10 MHz at the top of the 2300 MHz band, and the 3800 to 4200 MHz band. For delivery of a circuitswitch fallback voice service (i.e. using 2G or 3G technology), the 1800 MHz band is the only option.
For a 4G or 5G data-based service (which could include Voice over LTE, or Voice over NR), either the
2300 MHz or 3.8 GHz band would be applicable. Note that it is not possible to deploy a 5G service in
the 1800 MHz shared spectrum allocation, as there is only 3.3 MHz of available spectrum, and 5G
requires a minimum of a 5 MHz wide carrier.
While it is still early days in the life of shared access licences, such an approach introduces an
interesting “use-it-or-lose-it" dynamic, which is a change to the previous practices in spectrum
allocation and valuation. Until now, spectrum allocations have been considered as financial assets,
able to be sold or traded, almost as a specialist commodity. In the 3G auctions, Hutchison (trading as
TIW at the time) sold 35% of its holding company 3 months after the auction, effectively valuing the
spectrum at a price 36% higher than they had paid35. Ofcom also permits, through a process known
as Spectrum Trading, for spectrum to be sold or leased to another operator36, subject to the
conditions in the original spectrum licence. This presents an interesting counter to the long-held
belief that spectrum auctions yield the maximum value or price for a given piece of spectrum, when
it was able to be re-sold at such a margin.
Within mobile telecoms technology, due to international standardisation (which creates significant
economies of scale and boosts the usability and value of the technology), there is very limited ability
for mobile operators to offer significantly differentiated services through technical innovation – the
UK market, due to competitive pressures, tends to see each operator rapidly deploy new
generations of mobile technology. This means that no operator is likely to deliver an objectively
more efficient service through increases in spectral efficiency, that would enable them to justify
paying a higher rate for the same spectrum at auction. There is therefore a form of price equilibrium,
where each operator can deliver the same level of service through the same quantity and band of
spectrum.
This would suggest that the mobile sector is in essence in a zero-sum scenario, where an operator is
likely to have a fixed amount to invest in their service (based on their desired profits to return to
shareholders, their costs of infrastructure and operations, and the costs of spectrum). Since mobile
operators only achieve an Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) of around £12.37 (actual for Q3 2020)
per month37, (and would like it to be a little higher) and there is relatively little deviation on this
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figure across operators since users can easily port their number and switch to a cheaper operator, a
basic voice and data connectivity service has effectively become a commodity.
Mobile spectrum in the UK has, until the shared access licence regime, always happened on a
national basis, which prevents small or localised players from having any realistic prospect of
winning spectrum at auction - a small operator seeking to deploy a network in their local community
will clearly be unable to bid anywhere near as highly as a national operator, intending to use the
spectrum nationally would be able to.
This makes intuitive sense, as an operator with more customers can drive more revenue from the
spectrum, and there is clearly a national-level benefit in giving operators access to the same
spectrum nationwide, as well as practical benefits in having one auction, and one set of licensees.
The question, therefore, is whether the approach of nationally licensing spectrum on this basis
delivers the best results for all consumers of mobile phone services.
Local communities have demonstrated the potential to deploy both fixed and wireless networks
themselves – B4RN have delivered fibre to the premises in their local area, and Ch4lke Mobile have
begun to deliver localised mobile service using unused mobile spectrum. There is therefore a
question as to what role such local operations could play in future, as well as other actors who may
be willing to consider investing in the infrastructure to deliver connectivity, were they to have
affordable access to appropriate spectrum, on a local basis.

Unlicensed Spectrum Access
Since the early days of mobile telephone services, there have been many attempts made to augment
licensed spectrum with unlicensed spectrum, so that any operator/user can gain access to extra
spectrum on a reduced cost basis, or to gain access to more spectrum outside of the traditional
auction cycle of spectrum allocations.
One of the earliest such examples was Unlicensed Mobile Access (UMA), which was designed to give
access to GSM and GPRS mobile services over unlicensed spectrum including Bluetooth and Wi-Fi38.
UMA is part of the more general Generic Access Network protocol, which is designed to allow
mobile voice, data and multimedia (i.e. IMS and SIP) applications to run over standard IP networks.
UMA was widely available in the UK on Blackberry handsets39, but has since been superseded by
more recent versions which are generally marketed as ”Wi-Fi Calling” or “Voice over Wi-Fi (VoWiFi)”.
At its heart, GAN allows for unlicensed spectrum (i.e., the Wi-Fi commonly available in homes and
businesses) to be used to carry cellular network traffic, and act as an untrusted backhaul network.
The handset can open an IPsec tunnel to an Evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG) within the home
network’s core, and tunnel IMS and other 3GPP traffic over this interface, into the core network.
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Within the core network itself, packets are received by the ePDG (after terminating the IPsec tunnel
from the handset) and passed into the core network as though they arrived over the RAN.
In the late days of 3G, approaching the 2012 London Olympics, the UK’s mobile operators explored
options for mobile data offload – this would have made it possible to (before 4G launched) gain
access to unlicensed spectrum through Wi-Fi to serve the user densities expected from the Olympic
Games, at the end of the 3G/HSPA network cycle. It is also known that at least one of the major
Global equipment vendors was also looking at this topic at around this time.
3GPP standards also cover the use of unlicensed spectrum to deliver mobile service – significant
standards in this space include LTE-U, LAA (Licensed Assisted Access), and Multefire. LTE-U was
designed as a quick “solution” for countries like the USA and China, which have not adopted listenbefore-talk40.
These options have seen limited adoption despite having been in existence since 3GPP Release 10,
and operators having established the LTE-U forum in 2014. In 2019, LTE-U had only seen adoption by
3 operators41 – T-Mobile USA, which is now switching focus to LAA, AIS (Thailand) and Vodacom
(South Africa).
LAA is a 3GPP-standardised variant of LTE-U, which follows the listen-before-talk protocol that is
required by major markets such as Japan and Europe. LAA has evolved at a slower pace than LTE-U,
with 3GPP Release 13 defining LAA for only unlicenced downlink traffic, Release 14 defining
enhanced LAA (eLAA) including uplink operation in unlicenced spectrum, and a 5G variant in Release
15, called further enhanced LAA (feLAA). In Release 14, eLAA permits licence-exempt uplinks, but
these uplinks still need to be scheduled through a licensed anchor carrier where scheduling and
other signalling traffic is carried. In Release 15, a licence-exempt autonomous uplink is possible,
although the underlying network still must be operated with licensed spectrum underpinning it.
NR-U, a 5G standard, is introduced in 3GPP Release 16, and allows for standalone, licence-exempt
operation of a 5G network without relying on underpinning licensed spectrum42.
MulteFire was a variant of LTE-U proposed in 3GPP for use by small cell operators, which would have
made it straightforward for neutral host operators to deploy LTE (over unlicensed spectrum) without
holding traditional licensed spectrum. This approach did not gain traction in 3GPP, due to operators’
unwillingness to see the technology operate independently of licensed spectrum holdings – access
to licensed spectrum acts as an effective barrier to entry in most markets, and therefore incumbent
operators benefit from ensuring that any technology capable of providing 3GPP services in
unlicensed spectrum is dependent upon holding licensed spectrum (which incumbent operators
have usually saturated already), thus preventing new entrants.
This can be seen in MulteFire’s membership, which is heavily weighted towards solution providers
and equipment vendors, rather than operators.43 Indeed, the only member which could really be
considered a telecoms operator is Softbank, which has significant interests in semiconductor design,
and could also be viewed as a potential equipment provider.
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There were early concerns about whether LTE-U was a “good neighbour” when using unlicensed
spectrum, due to the initial lack of listen-before-talk44, with some feeling that LTE-U risked reducing
the usability of Wi-Fi, which is widely used by incredibly large numbers of devices, with commercial
mobile operators metaphorically trampling over others’ existing working infrastructure with a
system that did not attempt to avoid interference with other users. The emergence of LAA, with
listen-before-talk, appears to have brought an end to the concerns from both sides of the debate.
Looking forwards to 5G, NR-U allows for three modes of use relating to existing networks – carrier
aggregation mode is based on LTE-LAA, and unlicensed spectrum is only used to give additional
downstream user plane throughput, with control plane data and uplink over licensed spectrum. Dual
Connectivity mode allows user both upstream and downstream user plane traffic, while carrying
control plane traffic over licenced spectrum. Standalone mode uses unlicensed spectrum for both
control and user plane traffic, and is an evolved version of MulteFire45.
NR-U can use up to 400 MHz of unlicensed downlink spectrum, and 100 MHz of uplink spectrum46.
The main limitation of this however is that this means primarily 5 and 6 GHz will be the useful bands
for NR-U. Since both bands are relatively high frequencies, they will likely be used primarily for
indoor infill coverage. With suitable handset support, this would therefore be ideal in theory for
neutral host service provision.
The practical issue with this is handset adoption – to date, very few handsets have ever supported or
adopted NR-U, or its precursor, eLAA. It also remains to be seen whether operators will carry such
handsets, which reduce the barrier to entry for new service providers, at least in an urban context.
For example, in theory at least, a new city-wide mobile operator could emerge in a local market and
compete with traditional operators who are reliant on licenced spectrum for their offering. This is
one possible reason why there has been limited availability of handsets offering use of unlicensed
spectrum, particularly with NR-U permitting operation without underlying licensed spectrum.
Therefore, while technically ideal for a neutral host, it is likely that handset compatibility and
support will be a real-world impediment to the use of NR-U for neutral host operators.

Practical Considerations for Neutral Hosting
For any aspiring operator wishing to operate a mobile service, one of the primary concerns is the
potential instability of spectrum availability. Long-term certainty of operation is necessary due to the
extended timescales required to make a return on investment. Moreover, the quality of service
(QoS) must be robust and provide strong interoperability between tenant systems and the hosting
provider, as to provide a consistent experience for the user. The upcoming telecommunications
security bill is also likely to address the security of cellular networks. This has traditionally focused on
perimeter security, therefore, sharing network infrastructure may open network providers to
compromise. For example, communication providers are also obligated to provide emergency
calling, and without control over the entire supply chain, tenants may be wary of surfacing their
control without their corresponding responsibilities. Finally, the management overhead associated
with integrating with various different neutral hosting providers may eclipse any potential savings.
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On the other hand, mobile providers can use neutral hosting providers to extend their own-branded
service beyond the reach of own physical network, assisting to satisfy future Ofcom coverage
obligations without capitally intensive infrastructure costs and protracted legal and planning
considerations, reducing costs and challenges for expanding coverage.

The Impact of Spectrum on Equipment Selection
Spectrum availability plays a significant role in equipment selection. Fundamentally, radios are
developed with a particular band in mind – power amplifiers are specified and selected accordingly,
and duplexers are milled according to the physical characteristics of an RF signal of the relevant
wavelength. As spectrum bands have widened, this introduces a number of challenges for
equipment manufacturers, namely that of the sheer width of a band. In the past, 4G radios tended
to only require an active bandwidth of 200 MHz at most (for Band 42, 3.4 to 3.6 GHz). Within this, an
active carrier width of up to 20 MHz was supported by the power amplifier.
In 5G NR, for sub-6 GHz (FR-1), contiguous carriers of up to 100 MHz are supported by the standards,
and bands can be as wide as 900 MHz (Band n77, 3.3 to 4.2 GHz). This is clearly far wider than
previously seen in 4G and complicates the RF front end for a radio. With the rise of private networks
and neutral hosting, and therefore the potential for more users of spectrum, some users will be
drawn to explore higher bands like these, especially in light of the shared spectrum licence options
available. Focusing on the 3.8 to 4.2 GHz range, this is still double the width of previous bands, and
early equipment tends to focus on a sub-set of this band. For example, the radios deployed in
several 5G RuralDorset work packages are currently only available for the 3.8 to 4.0 GHz sub-set of
the band.
This is seen throughout the industry, with other vendors like Nokia are similarly splitting the n77
band into 3 chunks (3.3 to 3.6 GHz, 3.6 to 3.9 GHz, and 3.9 to 4.2 GHz). This sub-division means that,
within the band, different allocations are likely to be more or less attractive than others, depending
on the available hardware. In the long term, it is anticipated that the full band will become usable,
especially if an ecosystem of equipment emerges that can cover the full 3.8 to 4.2 GHz shared band.
In line with this, Ofcom suggested in their shared access guidance47, to deploy hardware capable of
covering the whole band, to allow for frequency modifications. However, at present, there is simply
more cost-effective hardware available at the lower end of the band. However, that may change as
Japan has allocated the 3.8 to 4.2 GHz band for commercial use, which may grow the ecosystem.

Licence Limitations
Section 5.16(c) of the Shared Access Licence Guidance states,
If you’re using mobile terminals in the 3.8-4.2 GHz band, with either the low or medium power
licence, you’ll need to keep a record of the number of terminals, and the address of the site or
building where the terminals will be operating. This is to make sure that mobile terminals are only
used within the user’s site and are not used to form part of a regional or nationwide public mobile
network, as the Shared Access licence is not intended for this.
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This introduces an interesting challenge for neutral host operators, in that there will be an
unprecedented amount of spectrum available, which has a relatively low useful range due to its midband properties, and is available on a relatively lightweight basis, yet is not available at all for neutral
host service provision for no technical reason. It simply looks far more likely a regulatory one,
specifically designed to prevent competition to operators who have won at auction rights to use
nearby bands exclusively. In rural areas, where coverage from operators’ own networks is often
more “problematic”, it follows that preventing the use of shared access spectrum for a neutral host
operator in such areas is counter-productive, and means poorer service provision for the public, as
well as preventing any economic value that otherwise might have been generated from the efficient
use of spectrum which was available to fulfil that need.
Similar provisions hamper deploying a neutral hosting service on each of the shared access
allocations. The 2x 3.3 MHz allocation at upper end of 1800 MHz is not enough to offer much more
than voice and basic NB-IoT service, and which is further hamstrung by a 10 metres mast height
restriction and constrained transmit power. These limitations result in restricted coverage.
As part of 5G RuralDorset project, the use of this 1800 MHz allocation was considered for deploying
NB-IoT sensors in an agriculture setting, but the limited coverage which could be achieved would
require a prohibitively high per sensor cost to offset the high capital costs of the radio equipment
would be required to suitably permeate the area.
This means that the lowest available spectrum capable of providing a 5G service in shared access
licence spectrum is 2300 MHz. This compares to the lower frequency spectrum available to
commercial mobile operators, such as the 700 MHz spectrum won at auction and available to three
out of the four operators, and 800 MHz spectrum for Vodafone. This disparity between what is
available to a potential neutral hosting provider using shared access spectrum and what a national
operator could provide is demonstrated in Figures 5 and 6. An existing MNO mast location was
selected, and an ideal scenario was modelled for both an MNO and a shared access spectrum
provider.

Figure 5 – Rural 700 MHz propagation from MNO licence. Figure 6 – Rural 2300 MHz propagation from shared access
licence

The parameters of each site are detailed in the diagram. The stark difference can be directly
attributed to the superior propagation properties of lower frequency spectrum and supported by
the higher transmit power. The figure illustrates the challenge of providing a service a through
shared access spectrum compared to licensed spectrum. It was estimated to provide a comparable
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level of service using Shared Access Spectrum a provider would require an estimated 20 sites,
compared to a single MNO mast.

Bundling Rural Services
A commonly proposed solution for improving rural connectivity is combining various different
services, to split the operational costs between a larger number of consumers. Two complementary
industries may be fixed wireless access (FWA) broadband and agriculture robotics. For the former
the UK government has committed providing gigabit service to every premise by 2025 and using
mobile service could provide a low-cost alternative to deploying fibre. For the latter, agriculture
sensing, the control requires an extremely high data rate to understand the raw imagery, however,
the robots would remain within a defined location of the farm. The sharing infrastructure can be
financially viable in certain geographic areas where the natural terrain can assist with propagation.
This inconstancy is shown in two simulated sites north of Glasgow. The first sites resulted in patchy
coverage, while the second placed only 1 mile away and resulted in much stronger coverage.
However, this second site takes advantage of the terrain, utilizing a large hill which overlooks the
town, effectively increasing the mast height by ~200m as shown below in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7 - Coverage from a non-optimally placed mast

Figure 8 - Coverage from a mast taking advantage of terrain

It should be noted however, this represents an ideal situation. It may not be practical or economical
to use a local hill, or one may not exist within sufficient range of the target coverage area. During the
5G RuralDorset agricultural deployment, a scenario like this was discovered. There was no suitably
close hill to use, based on the shared access licence transmit power limitations, and mast height was
limited to 12 meters. By way of comparison, Figure 8 illustrates an “ideal” scenario, where a mast
can be sited on a suitable hill, since the target coverage area was within range of the hill. Figure 9
shows a broadly similar terrain scenario in Dorset, attempting to provide coverage to a farm, but
where no such hill-site would be available, due to the limited transmission power. In this scenario,
five masts were required to cover 10 km2 of farmland. This demonstrates the wide variation in
coverage depending on local topography, incurred from the shared access licence regulations. The
ability to use higher transmit powers in very rural areas would help rural communities and
businesses to more cost-effectively solve their own connectivity problems as a result.
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The cost of procuring the relevant shared access licences for these sites is comparable to the
German model, £2,000 vs €3,500, however, the main cost difference is that of installing 5x more
masts and hardware due, to the more stringent transmission power restrictions.

Figure 9 - Impact of local terrain on signal propagation for a 3.8 GHz shared access licence site

To better address this disparity, Ofcom should consider evaluating the propagation distance of C/Sband shared spectrum when issuing shared access licences, and introduce a means for users to
demonstrate and justify a transmit power on their licence based on the terrain, geography, and
commercial factors in a local area – for example, to allow for an increased transmit power to cover a
single site owned by a single party, or to deliver coverage to (supportive) neighbours – requiring
everyone to reinvent the wheel on account of transmit power limitations serves only to benefit
system integrators and equipment vendors, by depriving communities of the ability to gain access to
the economies of scale available through 5G (high throughput systems). Alternatively, it may actually
detriment system integrators and equipment vendors, as there may be insufficient business case to
justify installing any equipment at all, without being able to leverage the economies of scale present
through local demand aggregation, a key deployment aspect which the 5G RuralDorset project is
pioneering. The relatively limited use of shared access licences in some of the most rural areas, as
shown in Figure 10, supports this point.
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Figure 10 - Map of UK with green indicating eligibility of locations for medium power shared access licences, red indicating
ineligibility, and map points highlighting active licences, as detailed in the map key

Noting Ofcom’s duty to consider efficient use of spectrum, as well as wider public benefit and value,
this restriction may be worth re-considering, on the basis that setting aside 400 MHz of spectrum
and then preventing its use in this way could have an unintended consequence of rendering
otherwise commercially viable roll-outs impossible. In rural areas, such shared spectrum typically sits
fallow, moreover, this could be hampering the roll-out of the Government’s Gigabit agenda in
precisely the areas the Government is currently having to co-invest public funds to try to serve.
Under the Ofcom regime, low power licences would cover a domestic property or small commercial
office. This is currently one of the primary users of this spectrum. The smaller blue circles seen in
Figure 10 are BT One Phone licences, which use this spectrum to enable the provision of pico-cells to
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give users a signal on their mobile handset. These licences have been grandfathered in from the
previous DECT guard band sharing regime48.
Although the local area licence provides access to licensed spectrum after two years of the program
only a hand full of local access licences have been issued, as this is highly dependent on the primary
spectrum user.

Voice Calling
A significant number of mobile voice calls are still made on the 2G and 3G networks through CSFB
(circuit-switched fallback), since many mobile handsets sold even recently do not properly support
IMS-based IP voice services (i.e. that required to enable Voice over LTE/Wi-Fi). Most thin MVNOs in
the UK, with one or two exceptions (generally those based on the Three network), do not offer IMSbased services. Both O249 and Vodafone50 MNOs consider IMS/VoLTE/VoWi-Fi as a value-added
service that is only available to contract customers, and until recently Vodafone also did so.
Given the complexities of handset support, even 7 years51 after the first successful trials of VoLTE, it
is clear that at present this could present a barrier to the use of neutral hosts to deliver voice-based
calling. It is very unlikely to be feasible for operators to consider working with neutral hosts that are
not able to offer voice services, and at present this will require CSFB 2G or 3G to be supported by the
neutral host operator. This adds an additional layer of complexity around the interoperability of the
2G/3G solution with the operators’ existing networks, as well as around access to appropriate 2G
and 3G spectrum. The 3.3 MHz shared spectrum allocation in the upper 1800 MHz band is
compatible with 2G and could be used to provide a 2G voice service in this band. This is something
which neutral hosts may need to explore. However, this would be legacy technology.
Supporting emergency calling is another challenge for neutral hosts, particularly in assisting the geolocation of users. The same barriers will be experienced for voice calling, although since a handset
without the ability to make a voice call will attempt to attach to any available mobile network
through the “emergency attach” mechanism, it is possible for a neutral host to address this by
providing emergency voice-only service, using their own PLMN and 2G network which is not
interconnected with the rest of the network. There is also support for emergency IMS, although
handset compatibility is likely to be the limiting factor for this, as outlined above.
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https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0032/90977/Consultation-DECT-guardband-final-forpublication.pdf
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O2 UK: “Wi-Fi and 4G Calling isn’t available on Pay As You Go at the moment. It’s available to Pay Monthly
Consumer and Business customers with compatible devices and services.”, 19 th May 2021
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EE: “To use 4G Calling you'll need: […] an EE pay monthly plan on one of these phones bought from any
retailer, including EE” (emphasis from original), 19th May 2021
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https://newscentre.vodafone.co.uk/press-release/vodafone-uk-announces-successful-voice-over-4g-ltetests/
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The Perspective for Elected Representatives
The current national spectrum approach provides may benefits - it has delivered unified connectivity
for large parts of the (commercially viable) country. However, at the same time, this model is not
working for rural areas. Some communities have been left behind for decades, and they and their
elected representatives are left effectively powerless to redress this situation52.
Government subsidies such as the Mobile Infrastructure Programme have improved coverage in
certain regions but this a costly and time intensive process, with limited widespread impact even
with large quantities of funding being available. Therefore, an approach to co-investment like this is
not viable for every community. Dorset believes that national interventions like the “4G-only” SRN
will not improve their situation.
As Dorset Council’s Deputy Leader Cllr Peter Wharf commented:
Dorset Council is delighted to see the focus being given to rural areas like ours through the Shared
Rural Network Programme. We are also aware that this national programme is unlikely to resolve
the coverage issues we face. Neutral hosting work forms part of our 5G RuralDorset project, and
we are keen to see this progress swiftly. We see neutral host approaches as a possible route to
address the on-going coverage and capacity problems faced by our county which have persisted
for many years. By sharing 5G assets and infrastructure with partners and working together we can
overcome the challenges of network capacity and lower the cost of rural connectivity. This, alongside
initiatives such as the Asset Hub solution developed as part of the 5G RuralDorset project, will
dramatically increase our chances of successfully improving connectivity to residents and businesses.
At the national level, in a recent Parliamentary debate (Hansard, Thursday 24 September 2020,
Column 1117), the member for Eddisbury, Edward Timpson MP, addressed the Parliamentary UnderSecretary for DCMS:
I very much welcome the introduction and now the roll-out of the shared rural network, but
the end of 2025 is still a long way off for many of my constituents, who have atrocious
mobile coverage compared with better served urban users, yet pay the same price. Can my
hon. Friend give me some reassurance that the roll-out will be done as quickly as possible,
particularly in the hardest hit areas, such as Eddisbury, so that they can get the reliable,
equitable 4G network they need?
To which the Parliamentary Under-Secretary responded:
My hon. Friend is right that far too much of the country does not yet have the mobile
coverage it needs and deserves, and that is why the shared rural network exists. As I said in
my answer, it is already being rolled out, and its positive effects will be felt well before 2025.
I look forward, with my hon. Friend and others, to engaging with the mobile networks to
make sure that those plans come forward as quickly as possible.
This is not a new issue however – the Member for North Dorset, Simon Hoare MP, observed the
challenges around the economic case in delivery of coverage to rural areas in a debate on Business
Rates relief for telecoms infrastructure (Hansard, Monday 10th July 2017, Column 81);
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https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2020-09-24/debates/D74B74B5-5507-4752-B00A79ED6138AA77/RuralMobileCoverage
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I hope that this Bill and the proposed financial incentive, if that is the correct word, will act as
a spur to existing providers to deliver on the notspots that are very prevalent, particularly,
though not exclusively, in our rural areas, where the economic case for delivery is either
non-existent or marginal, or where, as a result of further economic investigation, it has
fallen outwith the confines and constraints of the initial contract usually agreed between a
county council—in the case of Dorset, as with so many—and British Telecom.
Neutral hosting presents a new commercial model for delivery of coverage at a lower cost base,
through the active sharing of network assets at the edge of the network, within the radio access
network, which could conceivably reduce the cost of reaching rural communities. From a commercial
perspective, and based on our experience in the delivery of DCMS Testbeds & Trials programmes,
there are many real and significant economies which can be made by working with local
communities to deliver better connectivity, working hand-in-hand with them – local people know
their area the best, and can often short-circuit lengthy radio planning and line-of-sight exercises with
their local knowledge. Indeed, many local wireless ISPs already have such work carried out, and may
indeed, as in the case of one such testbed, have masts in place already, able to carry mobile radio
equipment within their existing weight-loading.
Some of the biggest prospects for neutral hosting as a commercially viable solution come about
where innovative deployment models, such as these ones based around local solutions, are given
access to otherwise-fallow spectrum in their local area.This allows for savings on spectrum access
charges, the deployment of infrastructure, the payment of wayleaves for land access, and much
more – by working with local communities on a local level to solve coverage not-spots, neutral
hosted solutions are eminently affordable and viable. On the other hand, by taking a traditional, topdown, nationally coordinated approach to deployment of coverage, many of these savings will go
unrealised, by not taking advantage of local knowledge and existing infrastructure, and the
willingness of local businesses to be part of the solution for their own areas.

Reallocation or Re-farming of 2G and 3G Spectrum
There has recently been a rapid increase in availability of fixed gigabit and ultrafast connections
being offered by local, regional internet providers in some areas, because of the various DCMS fixed
line connectivity interventions being made – some providers of BDUK “bid-lots” are delivering fullfibre services in Dorset. This is greatly assisted by their ability to work with local stakeholders to gain
land access at no-cost and deploy fibre in innovative and cheaper ways. This is a good example of
private-sector innovation thriving through a regulatory regime that encourages providers to identify
opportunities for efficiencies, and maximise these, while delivering to a contracted standard of
performance.
In the same way, local neutral host operators could realistically provide lower cost connectivity
solutions compared to national providers, through working in partnership with local communities
and local land and infrastructure owners. For this to happen, however, local operators would require
long-term stability of spectrum access, to make their service viable and affordable. Whilst, from the
outside, the Ofcom Local Access Licence product would appear to deliver this, we have identified
significant competitive concerns around this, and believe that there are a number of business model
challenges that will be encountered by a neutral host operator attempting to use these licences to
access spectrum. Therefore, an alternative approach was considered.
The original 2G licences were awarded by beauty-contest. In 2018 this was revised to incur an
annual fee to reflect the market value of the licences. However, the current 2G usage is highly
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spectrally inefficient compared with modern systems such as LTE. Therefore, re-framing this
spectrum to enable 4G/5G services would increase the spectral efficiency. To that end, DCMS has
already pledged a “clear roadmap” (partly due to their recently announced diversification strategy53)
for the “downsizing or possible closure” of the 2G and 3G networks54
Meanwhile, Ofcom also has a duty to act with regard to the wider public interest around the
availability of a wide range of telecoms services55. 2G service remains more prominent than 4G, and
there are many places (including the outer islands of Orkney for example), where no 4G coverage
has ever been made available, providing an incentive to keep this 1990s technology. However, at the
same time Ofcom also has a duty to act with regard to the efficient use of spectrum and continued
use of 2G services does not provide efficient use of resources.
This means that certain areas haven’t received an upgrade for a period which exceeds Ofcom‘s
existence, therefore, it could be argued that ”wide availability” has not been delivered. Should
Ofcom feel that their duties do not allow them the freedom to change policy direction to address
such issues, then either a direction or/and updated statement of strategic priorities from DCMS
would seem to be a pragmatic and sensible solution that helped Ofcom with its conflicting duties.
If this spectrum was made available for a neutral hosting arrangement, Ofcom would be able to
better regulate the communication needs of rural areas and consumers while simultaneously
ensuring efficient use of resources.
In line with this and post Covid-19 pandemic, when we now turn to putting this spectrum to new
uses, Ofcom must this time in their Regulatory Impact Assessments and other work, have specific
regard for the risk that national operators will fail to deliver connectivity and coverage to these
communities for the same commercial reasons that prevented the intermediate 2 generations of
mobile from ever reaching them.
This would mean that Ofcom should break down the licence award of any re-farmed 2G and 3G
spectrum, to specifically ensure, in line with their approach to shared spectrum already, that
spectrum licences are made available only to those delivering a bona fide service to users in a given
location. This in turn would mean that rather than in one single sweeping national auction, refarmed 2G and 3G spectrum would be available on a localised basis - “rural carve-outs” if you will.
National licences would only cover areas where over 99% of premises are served with a given
benchmark of service (i.e. LTE signal at agreed average indoor RSRP, or another similar Ofcom
methodology) on an agreed date prior to the auction taking place.
This approach would provide operators with a strong incentive to deliver usable, meaningful
coverage to as many premises as possible in advance of the auction, to gain access to larger
spectrum holdings of former 2G and 3G spectrum in more areas. In areas where the market has
failed to deliver such a service, Ofcom must explore other means for the efficient and transparent
allocation of the spectrum, such as through their sharing regime, with specific focus on the timelines
for service to be live, and the ease with which the public can gain access to a viable commercial
service through it. 37 years is too long to expect communities to wait for service.
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This approach would create a market structure that does not overly favour any type of operator, but
which would ensure that any spectrum made available through a re-allocation is able to be put to
use in rural communities, thus helping Ofcom to be compliant with Section 3 of the Communications
Act. Since the 2G and 3G spectrum likely to be re-farmed is generally of lower frequency than
current shared access licence options, this is likely to be particularly attractive to neutral host
operators for the technical reasons outlined earlier in this document – low frequencies propagate
further, and therefore can serve more users in a rural area from a single neutral host cell, boosting
the business case.
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Conclusions and Recommendations - Spectrum
Neutral hosting is potentially a highly attractive option but as this paper makes clear, the numbers
simply do not add up for new players on spectrum grounds alone. One cannot blame MNOs if they
are “reluctant” to see a swathe of new operators able to piggyback their networks and utilise their
expensive spectrum – whether fallow or not (as they would see it) without full consideration being
given to network security, integrity and quality of service matters. These considerations have merit.
That there is un-met demand in rural areas however is clear. This paper has focused primarily on the
spectrum considerations of neutral hosting, however spectrum is far from the only relevant cost for
a potential neutral host operator. In a subsequent paper, we shall explore the wider commercial
considerations around neutral hosting, and challenges in ensuring that both operators and neutral
host providers can benefit commercially from such arrangements.
The time has come to consider evolutionary change that will address these concerns. Whilst it is
important to acknowledge that MNOs are making valid points when they point out the dangers
incumbent with neutral hosting, it is also important to consider the counter-factual scenario. The
reality, for reasons this paper has set out, is that today many rural areas dream of the day where
Ofcom will need to manage spectrum in their local area carefully, due to greater demand than
available supply.
Approaching 40 years after the 3G spectrum was first auctioned, this is still not the case, as this
would imply that there was more than one network provider seeking to operate in the same
spectrum in their local area! That would be a massive improvement upon the current situation,
where spectrum that could help the rural economy is left fallow, with many areas served by zero
operators. The issues faced are principally regulatory, not technical – and the Finnish example
discussed in this paper makes this clear. In rural areas, the problem should be re-framed towards
how to ensure use of the spectrum to provide a service, rather than how to prevent use of the
spectrum which could prevent a theoretical other user from also using it, since at present this
contended demand remains a distant dream.
New approaches to bust barriers and to the greater uses of fallow spectrum in rural areas are
essential as what we have is clearly not delivering fast enough. The Communications Act has at the
time of writing, been in place for 18 years. In that time the digital divide has worsened but the
underlying economic and social need, especially “post Covid,” has sharply increased.
We make the following spectrum recommendations to assist 5G deployment in rural areas, and
open the door to the potential for neutral hosting to improve rural connectivity for businesses and
citizens:
1. Government should direct Ofcom to stimulate investments in rural infrastructure by making it
easier to use shared spectrum options with fewer restrictions on use in order to generate better
outcomes for rural areas. This helps Ofcom, who have not been able to reconcile their conflicting
statutory duties.
Commitments of investment into infrastructure in lieu of pricing for spectrum are sufficient to
ensure effective utilisation. SRN is not going to deliver this – and never could - since it is a 4G only
service that may not lead to the building of more than one new mast in Dorset (though we have not
been given sight of what SRN changes might mean for Dorset, it is a reasonable extrapolation if one
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believes that the sums involved fall short of those needed to deliver the programme’s stated aims).
Today they interpret their duties under the Communications Act and how to balance their
obligations in a very specific way that does not assist shared spectrum – as this paper illustrates – by
focusing on spectrum allocation efficiency, rather than spectrum usage efficiency.
2. The Communications Act itself needs a refresh. Ofcom’s mandate to act stems largely from it,
yet Section 3 of the Act places Ofcom in an impossible position because the objectives it sets out
conflict, to the detriment of rural areas.
The Principal Duties of Ofcom create an inherent tension between the “interests of citizens in
relation to communications matters”, and the “interests of consumers in relevant markets, where
appropriate by promoting competition”. At present, many consumers in rural areas do not have
access to sufficient coverage to avail themselves of competition. Indeed, some do not have any
coverage. Therefore, in having regard to the former principal duty, it seems clear that Ofcom should
be given sufficient legislative leeway to act in the wider interests of citizens, particularly those in
rural areas. This could be done without decrementing competitive service provision in urban areas,
through taking a more localised approach to spectrum management. This is in line with Ofcom’s
duties to have regard to “the different interests of persons in the different parts of the United
Kingdom […] living in rural and in urban areas.”
3. There is an urgent need for a new an updated Statement of Strategic Priorities (SSP) that
particularises the steps DCMS expects of Ofcom to facilitate neutral hosting in rural areas.
Following Brexit and a General Election, then a global pandemic, there is ample justification for a
new SSP, and the criteria for one have been met. 2G/3G spectrum re-farming could perhaps form
part of this SSP, in order to ensure localised access to 3GPP-harmonised spectrum can be made
available in lower frequency bands which would facilitate delivery of neutral host services, or other
localised services.
4. Ensure any changes reflect commitments already made relating to the (4G only) SRN.
The Government’s own position with reference to neutral hosting is not felt to be clear enough. If
the policy intention is only to permit the existing mobile networks to offer more advanced active
neutral hosting then that can be a valid policy aim – but say so, or the market does not know.
This is important because the SRN provides a subsidy to the MNOs, who are felt to be in the best
place to deliver masts quickly. This is a pragmatic solution and avoids important security and
resilience concerns from ever arising by using “approved” operators to address the problem.
However, we must also accept openly that it leaves control of spectrum in the hands of the MNOs,
maintains the status quo in the market and may hinder parties who might otherwise have invested
in innovative neutral host solutions for 5G.
5. Automated licensing could be trialled for rural areas to release spectrum faster
In the run-up to the most recent auction, this idea was put informally to Ofcom. For Licensed Shared
Access, the process Ofcom chose was known to be cumbersome, labour intensive, and too slow to
be of any value to anybody – as this paper has explained. MNOs are not being awkward when they
say they prefer potential users to speak with Ofcom first, and the danger for them is that they got
flooded with multiple requests, the vast majority of which might turn out to be spurious.
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Dorset would be keen to be the location for such a trial for more automated licensing – and the need
for secure testing of Open RAN is clear. It is essential here that the rights of all users, not just MNOs
are protected. Where for example Fixed Earth Stations exist, then adequate protection can be
“baked-in” to an automated spectrum licensing tool. We would propose this be done using expertise
from the Satellite Applications Catapult.
Such an approach around automating access to spectrum was proposed by Ofcom themselves in
their 2020/2021 plan of work56 under section 3.7, “to develop further opportunities for spectrum
sharing to support new services through new ways of authorising spectrum, including automated
processes“.
In Ofcom’s 2021/2022 plan of work57, Ofcom have highlighted ongoing work to “look to implement a
fully automated authorisation approach for access to the shared bands and to provide a platform for
more efficient access to more spectrum in specific locations in the future”. We hope that such a
platform will be able to support more localised approaches to spectrum management, where
appropriate, in order to ensure that spectrum can be put to use with licences that make sense based
on local conditions.
6. It is time to review Spectrum pricing and consider whether it has become an outdated policy
tool or not.
Spectrum pricing is based on economic theory that dates from the 1950s. When an auction can yield
£22.5bn it is arguably a valid policy instrument. When however, as now, effectively utilised spectrum
is still not reaching rural areas of need after 37 years, then a review seems entirely appropriate –
some rural communities are still served with only 2G, or indeed nothing at all. As fibre spreads, then
the demand for higher frequencies with shorter range propagation characteristics will increase more localised re-use over far smaller areas is simpler and the “scarcity” mantra becomes a “scarcity
myth”, as these signals will travel shorter distances. If on completion of this process it is still deemed
to be a valuable policy tool, then Ofcom should set thresholds based on coverage and capacity, like
they themselves originally proposed in the 700 MHz and 3.6-3.8 GHz auction with coverage
obligations58, so that opportunities like improved rural coverage or neutral hosting in rural areas are
promoted, not penalised. Neutral hosts could have a role to play under a market with coverage
obligations, helping operators to deliver coverage under these obligations in a cost-effective
manner, by granting the neutral host operator access to spectrum to serve their users.
As the market is structured today, the deck is stacked against the widespread adoption of neutral
hosting. At least in-so-far-as spectrum is concerned, there is a clear and compelling need for change
– but that change should be evolutionary not revolutionary. It is also essential that security
considerations are trialled and tested fully if new parties are to be allowed to interconnect with
MNOs. Based on similar experiences in the late 1980s with BT and the Public Network Operator
Interest Group, these things take time. Also, if the direction of travel of policy was to encourage
neutral hosting to be provided by new market entrants, beyond “MNOs only,” then today’s
regulatory regime will need to be changed to give effect to that goal.
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